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Address Wuxi Tempsens Instrument Co. Ltd.,China 
Rm911, Shi Daijie Dou, No.655,  
Hubin Rd., Binhu district,  
214071 Wuxi, Jiangsu

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
TEMPSENS Instruments (I) Pvt. Ltd Ltd is a leading manufacturer of temperature sensors & Accessories, with world class manufacturing facilities in
India, Germany and China. We are a part of Pyrotech Group which was established by four technocrats in 1976 at Udaipur, with our first product as
Thermocouples and RTDs. We have focused ourselves for the manufacturing and supply of high quality Temperature sensors, related products
accessories; services built to specific customer needs. We have tied up with world leaders in Temperature measuring technology for critical
components, Non contact Temperature measurement, Thermal Imaging Solutions and Furance Cameras etc. We add value to these products and
deliver complete engineered solutions, backed by efficient service and application support. 
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